






































Functions Indicator sets Comments

Function “Concretized goal of the 
vision of sustainability – access to 
education” (1)

Function “Education in cultural 
technologies as a pre-condition of 
sustainable development” (2)

Function “Education in specific 
competencies in the field of 
sustainable development” (3)

Function “Implementation of 
sustainability in educational 
institutions and in the education 
policy sector” (5)

Function “Education in competen-
cies directed towards concretized 
goals of sustainable development” 
(4) 

Educational 
indicator set

ESD indicator set

Sustainability 
indicator set

-  tested indicators
-  existing country- 
   specific and also 
   for international  
   comparison 

-  indicators developed 
   in the international
   project
-  internationally agreed
   on and adapted to the
   participating countries

-  more or less tested
   indicators
-  existing country-
   specific and also 
   for international
   comparison























Political will to 
implement education for 
sustainable development

Presence of ESD in 
political discourse

Strategy at federal state levelFederal state action plans

Inter-ministerial cooperation Inter-ministerial cooperation

Personnel and resources for: 
environmental research, social-
ecological research, peace and 

conflict research, cooperation with 
developing and emerging countries

Consolidation process during the project

Strategy and action plans 
at national level

Research and develop-
ment in education for 

sustainable development

State-funded research 
and development in ESD 

at federal level

Funding volume in the funding 
catalogue of German federal 
ministries for ESD research

Number of research institutions 
involved with ESD

Research and education 
cooperation

Funding volume from foundations

Consolidation process during the project

Training and development in 
ministries

Research funding with federal 
funds; federal state funds; 

foundations (DBU/DFG/VW)









I ## Indicator
Objective defining the desired end state (DES objective)
The objective defining the desired end state (DES objective) indicates the state the 
indicator refers to; that is, it defines which objective shall be evaluated with the 
help of the indicator with regard to its achievement.

Function
see note A 
opposite page

Level
see note B
opposite page

Location
see note C
opposite page

Characteristic
see note D
opposite page

Underlying assumptions and considerations for the operationalization
The underlying assumptions and considerations for the operationalization link the 
DES objective and the criterion; that is, in this section it is explained on which 
assumptions has been decided on the criterion (or criteria) being relevant for 
evaluating whether the desired end state has been achieved or whether a 
development is approaching the desired end state (reasons for relevance). In these 
explanations the relationship between the facts being measured and the 
immeasurable construct, gained from theoretical deliberations about sustainabil-
ity, about education for sustainable development and about the factors steering 
the education system, is presented.

Country-specific rationale behind the selection of criteria and the data basis 
(not part of the general description of the single indicators in Section 6)
The country-specific rationale behind the selection of criteria and the data basis explains, first of all, 
why a criterion has been chosen (or not chosen) for the country and how the chosen criterion (criteria) 
is (are) further concretized in this country. This encompasses considerations on the relationship 
between what is being measured and the immeasurable construct that are not theoretically founded, 
but are due to pragmatic reasons and due to the state of implementation of education for sustainable 
development in the country. Secondly, reasons are given as to why a particular data basis is recommen-
ded for use in this country. In this section, the state of implementation of education for sustainable 
development in the country is addressed as far as necessary.

Criterion The criterion sets out which aspect of the desired end state is to be measured by the 
indicator, i.e. how the DES objective is simplified with a view to the measurement or the 
qualitative analysis (reduction of complexity). For a number of indicators it was possible 
to recommend criteria allowing an evaluation of the DES objective from an input as well 
as an output perspective. Due to different operationalization procedures, it is possible 
that an indicator has more than one criterion; these criteria have either a cumulative or 
alternative relationship to each other, depending on the data basis and the national 
situation.

Measurement / elements of description 
(not part of the general description of the single indicators in Section 6)
The measurement or elements of description indicate what should be measured in the quantitative 
collection of data or what should be analysed and described in the qualitative collection of data.

Data basis (not part of the general description of the single indicators in Section 6)
The data basis shows what data basis can currently be accessed in a country for quantitative or quali-
tative analysis.

Procedure (not part of the general description of the single indicators in Section 6)
The procedure lists the individual steps in data generation.

Informative value, advantages/disadvantages, prospects 
(not part of the general description of the single indicators in Section 6)
This part of the description contains comments on the informative value of the indicator as it is applied 
in a country, on the advantages and disadvantages of its application with the recommended data basis 
as well as an outlook to its further modification or complementation. It also gives information on data 
needed for a robust valuation, whether collected through specific documentation (e.g. using relevant 
keywords for project descriptions by research funding organisations) or through the integration of 
relevant questions in existing and reoccurring surveys (e.g. surveys of teaching staff). All of these 
comments are to be made for each criterion.










































































